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Let the reals be extended to include oo with o~ > r for every real nuraber . Given 
an extended real number r, a property P(r) of graphs is super-hereditary if, 
whenever graph G has property P(r) and H is a subgraph of G, then H has 
property P(s) with s I> r. Notice that girth is a super-hereditary property if a forest 
has girth oo. 
In this paper, we prove that, given a super-hereditary proper~y P of graphs, if g 
is the smallest order of a graph with property P and having one vertex of degree 2
and all others of degree 3, and if G is a cubic graph with n vertices and property 
P, then G contains a matching with at least ½n(3g- 1)/(3g-~- 1) edges. In the case 
that P is the property of having girth r we describe all graphs having exactly the 
maximum matching size named. Our result has the corollary that every cubic 
graph with n vertices has a matching containing at least ~n edges. 
Let L be a graph with super-hereditary property P in which one vertex has 
degree two and all others have degree 3 and such that the the order g of L is as 
s~nall as possible. For example, if P is 'having girth 3', L is /(4 with one edge 
subdivided and g = 5. If P is 'having girth 4', then L i,; K3.3 with one edge 
subdivided, and g = 7. The existence of L in the case that P is 'having girth r' ~.s 
shown by observing that an r-cage with one edge subdivided will serve (see [3, 
Theorem 8.82], for a proof that r-cages exist for all r>~3). 
Bollob~is and Eldridge [2], by the same method used in this paper, obtained the 
greatest lower bound for the size of a maximum matching in a k-connected (or A- 
edge-connected) graph with a given number of vertices anzl given minimal and 
maximal degrees. In this paper we find the greatest lower bound for the size of a 
maximum matching in a cubic graph with n vertices and with sup,~r-hereditary 
property P(r). In particular: 
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Theorem. Let G be a cubic graph on n vertices and having super-heredit, zry 
property P(r). Then G contains a mashing with at least ½n(3g- l~/(3g+ 1) edges, 
where g is the number of vertices in L. Moreover, a maximum matching in such a 
graph contains exactly ½n(3g - 1)/(3g + 1) edges if arm only if G is a disjoint uMon 
of graphs of the form shown in Fig. 1. 
Fig. 1. 
Proof, We may assume G is connected. By a theorem of Berge [1, p. 160, 
Corollary 1], the number of edges in a maximum matching of any connected 
graph G on n vertices is exactly 
1(  max {ooo(G-X)-[XI}~ 
X~V(G)  / 
where too(G-X) is the number of odd components of G-  X. Thus, tc, get our 
lower bound, we need only show that if G is a cubic graph on n vertices and 
having superhereditary proper:y P, then 
max {tao(G-X)-,Xl}<-(~-g~)n. (1) 
X~V(G)  
Let X be a smallest subset of V(G) on which the maximum in (I) ]~s attained. 
Let vex  and let X'=X-{v}.  Then ~o(G-X')-]X' I<o~o(G-X)-[X[,  be- 
cause of the minima] nature of X. Thus ~o(G-X ' )~ a~o(G-X)-2 w~ich can be 
so only if v is adjacent o three distinct odd components o~ G-X .  Hence: 
Every vertex in X is adjacent o three distinct odd components of G-X .  
Further, since G is connected, every component of G-X  is odd. Since G is 
cubic, if there were an even number of edges from X to some odd component C
of G-X,  then that component would have an odd degree sum, which is 
impossible. Thus there are an odd number of edges between X and any compo- 
nent of G-X .  
Let Czk+t denote the number of components H of G-X such ~hat there are 
2k + 1 edges joining H to X, for k 1> 0. If k = 0, the component H has IV(H) l -  1 
vertices of degree 3 and one vertex of degree 2, so I V(H)I >~ g. If k ;~- 1, the sum of 
degrees in H is at least 21V(H)}- 2, since H is connected. But the sum of degrees 
in H is exactly 3 IV(H) l -2k-1.  so 3 IV (H) l -2k-1  I>2 IV(H)I- 2, or IV(H)I>~ 
2k--1. Thus we have 
g if k=O, 
IV(H)I~ 2/¢-1 i fk~>l. (2) 
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.Clearly, 
~o(6  -. X )  =-- Y. c~,,÷,. 
k~,O 
Fresher, counting edges between X and G-X  in two different ways, 
3 Ixl  = T. (2k + 1)c;,k+,. 
k~,,O 
By (2) we have 
. ~> !x!+ gc, + T. (2k - i)c2k÷,. 
From (3) and (4), we get 
3 IXl = T. (2k + 1)c2k+, 
,~;~0 
= ~ (2k-1)c2,+:+2 ~ c2k+, 
k~O k~,0 
= ~ (2k - 1)c2t¢+ 1 - C 1 + 2¢oo(G- X). 
k;~l 
o r  
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
~. (2k - 1)c2k÷1 =3 IXI - 2Coo(G - X)+ cl. (6) 
k~,l  
Substituting (6) into (5) yields 
4 Ixl + (g + 1)c! - 2OJo(G - X) ~< n. (7) 
Since (3g+5)/ (g+3)<3,  anti 2k+1~>3 for k~>l, by (4) we have 
3g+5(y  
Multiplying in (8) by g + 3 and u:fing (3), we get 
3(g+3) lX l~(g+3)ca+(3g+5)  ~ CzR÷'~ 
= (g + 3)Cl + (3g + 5)o~o(G - X ) -  (3g + 5)cl 
= (3g + 5)OJo(G - X) - 2(g + 1~,cl. 
Rearranging terms, we get .\ 
½(3g + 1)(O~o(G - X) -IX13 ~ 4 Ixi + (g + 1)c;-  2,Oo(G- x). (9) 
Substituting (9) into (7) and dividing by ½(3g + 1), we obtain (1~, thus proving the 
first half of our theorem. 
But equality holds in (8) exactly when c3 = c5 . . . . .  0, and ttJs gives us 
c~ = 3 IXl. Since equality in (8) and (2) is equivalent to equality in (1), the second 
half of the theorem is also proved. 
Note that equality in (8), and hence in (1), also implies Ixl = 1. 
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